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1. Introduction 
In the present paper a theory of metamathematical prime ideals and 
radicals is developed which reminds one of the theories of prime ideals 
and radicals in general rings and near-rings, ([2], [3], [5], [9] and [10]), 
and of prime normal subgroups and radicals in groups, ([8] and [4]). 
In a later paper of this series the relations between the metamathematical 
concepts and the algebraic concepts will be discussed. 
In § 2 we shall introduce two new concepts, namely the concepts of a 
metamathematical prime ideal and of the radical of a metamathematical 
ideal. As may be expected, the radical of an ideal coincides with the 
intersection of all prime ideals containing that ideal. In § 3 we introduce 
m-prime and s-prime ideals. Every s-prime ideal is m-prime and every 
m-prime ideal is prime. In the last section some properties of the m- and 
s-radical of an ideal will be studied. Notions not defined here will be 
found in [7]. 
2. Prime ideals and radicals 
Consider arbitrary sets K and Jo of sentences in a language L of the 
lower predicate calculus and let K* be a (fixed) set of sentences of L 
which contains K. Then all ideals inJ0 over K* are also ideals inJ0 over K, 
while the converse need not be true, in general. If J is any subset of Jo 
then we shall use the symbol J* to denote tho ideal inJ0 over K* generated 
by the set J. Even if J is an ideal in Jo over K we have J r:;;_ J*, where 
either strict inclusion or equality may occur. But if J is an ideal over K*, 
then J =J*. In any case, we always have J**=J*. Now we introduce 
the following definitions: 
Definition 1. An ideal J in Jo over K will be called prime (relative 
to K*) if and only if J* = J and J* is irreducible in J o over K*. If J is 
any ideal in Jo over K then the ideal J* (considered as an ideal in Jo 
over K) will be called the radical (relative to K*) of J. (Of. [6], remark at 
the end of p. 130.) 
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The following result follows easily from these definitions and the fact 
that every ideal in Jo over K* is the intersection of all irreducible ideals 
in J 0 over K* in which it is contained: 
Theorem I. The radical of an ideal J in J 0 over K is the intersection 
of all prime ideals containing J. 
3. · m-Prime and s-prime ideals 
For the development of this section we owe much to the theory of 
prime ideals (also called m-prime ideals) in general rings of McCoY [5], 
the theory of prime (m-prime) normal subgroups in groups of SCHENK-
MAN [8] and KuRATA [4] and the theory of 8-prime ideals in general 
rings of VAN DER WALT [9]. 
Let K, K* and Jo denote arbitrary sets of sentences in a language L 
of the lower predicate calculus, and assume that K C K*. 
Definition 2. A subset D of J 0 will be called a d-domain (relative 
to K*) if and only if it is a disjunctive domain with respect to K*, 
(which means that if X and Y are elements of D then there exists a 
sentence ZED such that K* ~[X v Y]- Z). 
Definition 3. A subset M of Jo will be called an m-domain (relative 
to K*) if and only if it satisfies any one (and hence all) of the following 
five equivalent conditions: 
(m1) If X andY are elements of M then there exist sentences X' E (X)*, 
Y' E (Y)* and Z EM such that K* ~[X' v Y'] = Z. 
(mz) If X and Yare elements of 31 then there exist sentences U E Jo 
and Z E .1),1 such that K* ~[X v U v Y] -- Z. 
(m3) If J1 and Jz are ideals in Jo over K* such that M n J1 c1 cp 
and M n Jz c1 cp then M n J1 n Jz c1 cp. 
(m4) If X and Y are elements of Jo such that 111 n (X)* c1 cp and 
_.:11 n (Y)* c~ cp then M n (X)* n (Y)* c~ f. 
(m5) If X and Y are elements of M then M n (X)* n ( Y)* c1 f. 
(The reader can quite easily convince himself that these five conditions 
are indeed equivalent, since (mt) implies (mt+l), i=l, ... , 4, and (m5) 
implies (m1).) 
Definition 4. A subsetS of J 0 will be called an 8-domain (relative 
to K*) if and only if S contains a d-domain D (called the kernel of S) 
such that, for all XES, D n (X)* c1 f. The 8-domain S with kernel D 
will be denoted by the symbol S(D). 
We note that any d-domain is an 8-domain and that any 8-domain is 
an m-domain. cp and any subset of Jo consisting of a single element are 
always d-, 8- and m-domains. If X and Y are elements of Jo such that 
K* ~X :J Y, then K* ~[X v Y] _ Y, and therefore the set {X, Y} is a 
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d-domain. Also, if X, Y andZ are elements of Jo such that K* f- [Kv Y]- Z, 
then {X, Y, Z} is a d-domain. 
Definition 5. A proper m-domain (s-domain) is an m-domain 
(s-domain) which is the complement of an ideal in Jo over K*. A proper 
d-domain is the kernel of a proper s-domain. 
D efi nit ion 6 . An ideal J in J o over K will be called m-prime 
(s-prime) if and only if J* =J and O(J) (the complement of J in Jo) is 
an m-domain (s-domain). 
It is clear that Jo is a prime, m-prime and s-prime ideal in Jo over K. 
Every s-prime ideal is m-prime, while the converse need not be true. 
If Jo has a ddk (see [1]) with respect to K*, then (as we shall see in a next 
paper) m-prime and s-prime ideals are simply prime ideals. In general 
domains, however, every m-prime ideal is prime, while the converse is not 
necessarily true. The following two theorems supply additional information 
on m-prime and s-prime ideals. 
Theorem 2. Let CC be a non-empty chain of m-prime ideals. Then 
n <'C is an m-prime ideal. 
Proof. P= n <(} is the intersection of a set of ideals over K* and 
hence is itself an ideal in Jo over K*. We have to show that O(P) is an 
m-domain. Let X and Y be elements of O(P). Then there exist ideals 
P1, P2 E <'C such that X E O(P1) and Y E O(P2). Since <(} is linearly ordered 
by inclusion, P1 C P2 or P2 C P1. Suppose that P1 C P2. Then X, Y E O(P1). 
P1 is m-prime, which means that O(P1) satisfies condition (m2) of defini-
tion 3. Hence there exist an element U E Jo and a Z E O(P1) such that 
K* f- [X v U v Y]- Z. Z E O(P), which proves that O(P) satisfies con-
dition (m2), and therefore that P is m-prime. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that J is an arbitrary ideal in Jo over K* and 
that Pis an m-prime (s-prime) ideal in Jo over K. Then J (') P is an m-
prime (s-prime) ideal in J over K. 
Proof. Both proofs are simple, but since the case where Piss-prime 
is slightly more complicated, we consider only that case. We have to 
prove that the complement 0 J ( J (') P) = 0 J ( P) of J (') P with respect 
to J is an s-domain. Suppose that O(P) is the s-domain S(D). Put 
D1 =J (')D. D1 is a d-domain in J since J is an ideal over K*. Let X be 
any element of OJ(P). Then X E O(P), and hence there exists an element 
Y ED(') (X)*. It is obvious that Y lies in D~, i.e. D1 (')(X)* i= cp. 
4. The m- and the s-radical of an ideal 
In this section we shall define the m- and the s-radical of an ideal in 
J o over K and deduce some of their properties. 
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Definition 7. The m-radical Rm(J) (s-radical R 8 (J)) of an ideal J 
in J o over K consists of those elements X E J o with the property that 
every proper m-domain (proper s-domain) which contains X contains 
an element of J*. 
Theorem 4. Rm(J) (Rs(J)) is the intersection of all the m-prime 
(s-prime) ideals which contain J. Hence Rm(J) (R 8 (J)) is an ideal in Jo 
over K*. 
Proof. Since the proof is the same in both cases we consider only 
the case of the m-radical. From definition 7 it is obvious that J* C Rm ( J). 
J* and Rm(J) are contained in precisely the same m-prime ideals. For 
suppose that J* C P, where P is an m-prime ideal, and that X E Rm ( J). 
If X were not in P then O(P), which is a proper m-domain, would have to 
contain an element of J*. But clearly O(P) contains no element of J* 
and hence X E P, proving that Rm(J) C P. Therefore Rm(J) is contained 
in the intersection of all the m-prime ideals containing J (or J*). 
Conversely, suppose that X is an element of J 0 that does not lie in 
Rm ( J). According to the definition of Rm ( J) there exists a proper m-domain 
containing X which does not meet J*. This means that X lies outside 
some m-prime ideal which contains J* (and J). Then X can not be in the 
intersection of all m-prime ideals containing J. 
We note in passing that for any ideal J in Jo over K it is true that 
J CJ* C Rm(J) C Rs(J). 
Definition 8. An m-prime ideal P is a minimal m-prime ideal 
belonging to the ideal J (in J o over K) if and only if J C P and there exists 
no m-prime ideal P' such that J C P' C P. 
Theorem 5. Rm(J) is the intersection of all the minimal m-prime 
ideals belonging to the ideal J in J 0 over K. 
Proof. According to theorem 2 and Zorn's Lemma every m-prime 
ideal containing J contains also a minimal m-prime ideal belonging to J. 
The theorem then follows immediately from theorem 4. 
One can ask the question whether the existence of minimal prime and 
minimal s-prime ideals belonging to an ideal can be proved. To this 
question one may answer affirmatively in the case of domains with ddk, 
since in that case prime, m-prime and s-prime ideals are the same. It does 
not seem in general possible to establish the existence of minimal prime 
ideals belonging to an ideal. To prove the existence of minimal s-prime 
ideals belonging to an ideal in the general case it would be necessary to 
prove theorem 2 also for s-prime ideals, i.e. it would be necessary to 
demonstrate that the union of a set of (proper) s-domains which is linearly 
ordered by inclusion is again a (proper) s-domain. But it seems impossible 
to show that if S1 ( D1) C S2 (D2) then D1 C D2. 
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We shall now introduce the concept of nilpotency and relate this 
concept to the s-radical. 
Definition 9. Let J be any ideal in Jo over K. An element X EJo 
will be called nilpotent modulo J if and only if every proper d-domain 
which contains X contains an element of J*. An ideal J' in Jo over K 
will be called a nil ideal modulo J if and only if every element of J' is 
nilpotent modulo J. 
We note that every element of J* is nilpotent modulo J and therefore 
J* is a nil ideal modulo J. The principal ideal (X)* generated by X E Jo 
over K* is a nil ideal modulo J if and only if every proper d-domain D 
such that D ()(X)* i= 1> contains an element of J*. 
Theorem 6. Let J be any ideal in Jo over K. R 8 (J) is the set of all 
elements X E J 0 such that (X)* is a nil ideal modulo J. 
Proof. Let X be an element of R 8 (J) and let D be a proper d-domain 
such that D () (X)* i= cf>. Dis the kernel of a proper s-domain S(D) and 
obviously X E S(D). Therefore S(D) contains an element of J*, and 
consequently D contains an element of J*. 
Suppose, conversely, that X ~ R8 (J). Then X is contained in a proper 
s-domain S(D) which does not meet J*. Hence D is a proper d-domain 
such that D () (X)* i= cf>, but D contains no element of J*. This proves 
that (X)* is not a nil ideal modulo J. 
Theorem 7. Let {JI'} be a set of ideals over K* which are nil ideals 
modulo an ideal J. Then (U Jl')* is a nil ideal modulo J. 
I' 
Proof. Since every element of every Jl' generates a nil ideal modulo J, 
Jl' C R 8 (J) for every p,, by the previous theorem. Since the ideal (U Jl')* 
I' 
is the smallest ideal over K* which contains every Jl', (U Jl')* C R 8 (J), 
I' 
and hence every element of (U Jl')* is nilpotent modulo J. 
I' 
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